metaphors as self-contradictory, for even as they construct animals as avatars of complete freedom and natural dominance, the rest of "The Knight's Tale" shows warriors actively distorting, through restraint and subjugation, those allegedly natural, eternal qualities of animals.
Consequently, Chaucer reveals that those qualities were never immutable to begin with.
Furthermore, Chaucer, I affirm, is deeply critical of the ways in which the chivalric class attempts to naturalize their violence by affirming essentialist connections between themselves and animals, while simultaneously marginalizing animals and governing them as a resource..
According to Dorothy Yamamoto's influential discussion of animal imagery in "The
Knight's Tale," Chaucer is very much a thinker of his time in that he perceives human identity as porously interacting with animal identity. 4 Thus, the effect of Chaucer's comparisons of Palamon and Arcite to wolves or boars and of more minor characters such as Lygurge and
Emetreus to bears or lions is an implicit assertion that the knights "remain 'in the gap' [between human and animal]," and that "their identities [are] deeply complicit with the animals to which they have previously been compared." 5 Collapsing Chaucer the poet into his Knight-narrator, Yamamoto suggests that the poet personally perceives deep connections between animals and humans.
In contrast to Yamamoto, I wish to examine the tension between, on the one hand, the ways in which the poem depicts how the warrior class constructs its identity through a sense of identification with the animal world, and, on the other hand, the ways in which Chaucer reveals how the chivalric class cuts itself off from materially existing animals by subjugating and dominating them. The sense of kinship, in other words, is a one-way street. Even though a character such as the Knight-narrator conveys at times a desire for warriors to become more "animal-like," the knights in the poem never appear willing to give up the subjugation that Karl Here we glimpse Palamon deploring the fact that humans are slain by the gods "just like another beast," while simultaneously and paradoxically acknowledging humans are, in fact, "another beast." Palamon then articulates another quality that he thinks divides humans and animals:
animals' alleged total and complete freedom to fulfill their every desire.
What governance is in this prescience, so far as the action of the poem is concerned, these two worthies do practically nothing." 9 Muscatine goes on to claim that although those two kings serve little function in the plot, they do exemplify the Knight's overall concern with "the general tenor of the noble life, the pomp and Arcite's ally, a certain "kyng of Inde" named Emetreus, can count among his personal traveling menagerie an "egle tame" (2178) and "many a tame leon and leopard" (2186) which scurry about him on every side. Emetreus also rides upon "a steede bay trapped in steel" (2157), a phrase which should give us pause in order to consider the semantic range of its main verb "trapped."
The Middle English Dictionary tells us it can mean to provide an animal such as a horse with ceremonial or military regalia, but it can also mean to ensnare an animal. 12 In a passage containing several images of animals under the duress of humans, Chaucer likely wants us to think of that second, more menacing, meaning of the verb "trappen" as well in this line. To quickly sum up the argument hitherto, "The Knight's Tale" shows that human subjugation has invalidated the conception of animal nature that Palamon holds. Palamon, that is, misrepresents the reality of animals' condition because he ignores the ways humans distort that condition. Animals may in the abstract be free to pursue their every desire and be unfettered by moral law, but they are certainly, for the most part, constrained by human actions in the poem. It is thus ironic that the chivalric class continues (as I will now discuss) to ground key aspects of its identity on that very conception of animals posited as unalterably "natural." The attempt of the military class to naturalize its own violence in this way appears most tellingly in the Knightnarrator's metaphors that link chivalric and animal identities. peripheral characters, Diomedes and Peleus, in such a way. 18 Chaucer, that is, has transplanted to Palamon and Arcite these metaphors that ideologically "naturalize" human violence in strikingly amoral ways, and applied them anew to his warriors fighting over the coveted love-object Emelye. Another noteworthy alteration Chaucer makes to Boccaccio's original metaphors is that whereas the lion in Boccaccio's comparison is described as standing alone covered with blood, yet still craving for cattle ("E quale, degli armenti ancor bramoso, / sol pien di sangue rimane il leone" 19 ), Chaucer's metaphor depicts a lion that is simply insane with hunger, not one bloody from a recent kill yet still craving more prey. Without the suggestion of excess or greed in Boccaccio's metaphor, the Knight's version of the metaphor is better designed to legitimize the chivalric violence that his tale describes.
When we turn to the closing of "The Knight's Tale temple that grant such agency and potency to animals. As I have been arguing, the poem instead depicts warriors constraining flesh-and-blood animals.
We see further examples of the constraining of animals, other than those we saw with
Emetreus and Lygurge, with the "steede dryven forth with staves" (2727) and "fomy steedes on the golden brydel/ Gnawynge" (2506-07) in pars quarta of the poem. The bridle may here be golden, and hence quite luxurious, but it is still an instrument of control on which the horses may well be gnawing in discomfort, rather than in pleasant expectation of the battle to come.
And in the extravagantly orchestrated pageantry of Arcite's funeral, we hear of how "Duc Theseus leet forth thre steeds brynge, / That trapped were in steel al gliterynge, / And covered with the armes of daun Arcite" (lines 2889-91). As Kathleen A. Blake has pointed out, the funeral as designed by Theseus is an extremely regulated affair, with the three horses "each carrying a rider with a separate piece of Arcite's armor…the whole procession riding three times round in one direction, three times round in the other." 22 In these images of horses bridled, "trapped," and driven forth, we see them treated only as "a piece of equipment expertly bred, trained, and managed to enhance the knight's capacities" and not also, as Susan Crane argues horses are often additionally portrayed in medieval texts, as "a servant and companion, sharing qualities such as courage and loyalty with the knight." construct animals in a way that makes it appear such beings are masters of their own fate, the frantic running for cover of "the beestes and the brides all" in the above passage show that these animals are perhaps more often than not at the mercy of chivalric forces imposing their sense of design and order upon the world. For as Blake remarks: "The Knight's Tale reveals that order may be created out of nothing, for no all-encompassing, rational purpose, but out of gratuitous impulses of will." 27 It is this contradictory view of the natural world that lurks behind Theseus' invitation in his famous "First Mover" speech for his audience to "Loo the ook, that hath so long a norisshynge / …And hath so long a lif, as we may see, / Yet at the laste wasted is the tree"
(3017-20). In a speech exhorting its audience to accept the inevitability and naturalness of death through the example of a tree which "at laste wasted is," it is, of course, ironic that Theseus has just personally been responsible (a mere hundred lines earlier) for a most uninevitable and unnatural destruction of a whole multitude of trees.
It is this kind of contradictory appropriation in the tale by warriors of nature (particularly, of animals) for ideological reasons, while at the same time showing materially existing nature to be altered in such a way that these ideological constructions are revealed as patently false and mutable, that I have been highlighting throughout this essay. Just as Theseus needs his audience to believe that trees "just naturally" live and die in order to make his point about the tragic death of Arcite, so do Palamon and the Knight-narrator need animals to be perceived as completely free and liberated creatures, so that the Knight can then perform his maneuver of connecting up chivalric violence to the amoral, irreproachable freedom of animals. But as Chaucer deftly shows us in "The Knight's Tale," the lives of animals and oaks are anything but free to follow a path unregulated by chivalric power and control.
